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Yeagle 

 
Cutting Edge: Regin of terror Ends 

 
Tears were seen in the third floor hallway today, tears of joy. As young 

subfreshamn poured out of their 50 minute imprisonment in science class the cries of 
those who has just been saved from the edge (even the cutting edge) of death rang 

through the school. The few subbies left living after the plague of Cutting Edge ravaged 
their ranks cried tears of sheer joy, and praised their assorted gods and deity's for saving 
them from the weight of a paper which had slowly crushed their souls. Smoke filled the 
halls as millions of pages of scientific research and exhaustive BSing were burned in the 

third floor hallway. Cutting Edge, the cruel tool of Satan used to beat subbies into 
submission was turned in  on this holy day May 2nd 2006.  Its effects didn't fade away 

forever though. Ironically, as evil often is, the host of papers about deforestation, erosion, 
and global warming were single handedly responsible for the destruction of half the 

amazon rain forest. The constant use of Microsoft Word destroyed much of the earth’s 
ozone layer. More importantly however, there is now a world wide shortage of 12 point 
Times New Roman font, just the few words in this publication cost trillions of pesos. In 

fact many of the problems that the world is now experiencing was caused directly by 
Cutting Edge papers. More touching than the damage to the environment and shortage of 
materials though, was the loss of life. Erika Belmont committed suicide a day before the 

paper was due, most likely because of intense stress about an unfinished final draft. 
Sindha Agha was murdered in the wave of carnage caused by Cutting Edge stress, as was 

Arnov P. Daniel Kitron killed him self in prison, after he was wrongfully accused of 
beating Sindha with a wet noodle. Tuli Berra was found drowned in her own tears in 

front of her computer. Alexx Ingegls, and Nora Peterson ran away from home and were 
last seen fighting in the Dakota Civil War. Cheyenne Stewart died of a stress related 
ulcer. Nick Zukoski died from an excess of bottled creativity. Tej was killed in a riot,  

after he received an A on his first draft he was crushed by the massive weight of his own 
paper. The all members of the subbie class will  remember these poor souls, for the rest 

of their academic careers.  
A joint Cutting Edge burring and wake for souls lost to the horrendous paper will 

be held later this week. 
 

Want to see your ad in the daily Langston, write for us or suggest a topic for 
the next issue email Langston at allstony@uni.uiuc.edu

 
 

Actual Paid Advertising Page 
(No Really!  I did indeed get money for this crap) 

mailto:allstony@uni.uiuc.edu


 
 

Wanted:  Wylde Q. Chicken 
 

For high crimes* against the State including: 
 

Running for public office; 
(it is heavily frowned upon for fowl to electioneer in the City of Binunu) 

 
Steroid ingestion for advantage of powering watercraft; 

(  http://www.kbco.com/pages/img/kinetics/Kinetics.wmv  ) 
Showing up on money without legislative approval; 

 
 

Conspiracy to install a fully-loaded semi-automatic five-cent 
cologne dispenser in a Uni High restroom for voyeuristic purposes; 

(sorry, we can’t show her…  I mean it) 
 

Agreeing to promote the ‘Silly Syllogism’ in a nonsensical blog; 
  (  https://netfiles.uiuc.edu/sewyatt/www/wqc06/silly.htm  ) 

 
Attempting to resuscitate a long-deceased Uni High newspaper; 

With Eggplant Surprise, no less (  http://www.thinkofit.com/wylde/gargle/eggplant.htm  )  
 

and threatening to bring bird flu to an Awards Ceremony 
near you . 

If you see the suspect, notify Det. Langston Allston-Yeagle immediately. 
He deserves the first scoop.  The chicken is considered armless and endangered.  

 
*and misdemeanors:  squatting 

And remember kids:         ® 

‘ Don’t Gargle with Ink ’  
~ The Daily Langston ~ 
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